SHELL ROTELLA T4
Triple Protection 10W- 30
®

®

Triple Protection® technology against wear,
deposits and oil breakdown

Triple Protection® performance,
features & benefits:

Main applications

Suitable for all on/off highway engines requiring an API
CK-4, CJ-4, CI-4 Plus, CI-4 or CH-4 diesel oil in this viscosity.
About Triple Protection®
Today’s demands on your engine are greater. And that
demands a harder working oil, designed to deliver
protection and performance under the most severe
engine conditions in modern, low-emission engines as
well as in older equipment.
The most technically advanced Shell
®
ROTELLA formulation ever
®
®
Shell ROTELLA T4 Triple Protection is the same Triple
®
Protection technology customers have come to depend
on. But today, it’s better than ever, with advanced
additive technology that adapts to your driving
conditions to protect against wear, deposits and oil
breakdown. That’s why it’s recommended by a wide
range of OEMs.
Works harder to save on fuel
®
®
Shell ROTELLA T4 10W-30 Triple Protection also
protects your bottom line. Compared to a 15W-40, its
lower viscosity allows for less resistance in the engine
for improved fuel economy.

Exceptional wear protection
Proven over millions of miles of real world performance,
®
®
Shell ROTELLA T4 Triple Protection provides exceptional
wear protection to maximize engine efficiency and
prolong engine life.
Exceptional engine cleanliness
Formulated for enhanced deposit protection to help keep
engines clean over the oil drain interval.
Emissions system compatibility
This formulation, exclusive to Shell, helps protect exhaust
catalysts and particulate filters found on the latest low
emission vehicles to help maintain vehicle emission
compliance and engine fuel efficiency.
Enhanced shear stability performance
®
Shell ROTELLA continues its heritage of outstanding
shear stability for improved viscosity control and optimal
oil pressure.

www.shell.ca/rotella
SPECIFICATIONS AND APPROVALS
SHELL ROTELLA T4 10W-30
®

API CK-4, CJ-4; JASO DH-2; Cummins 20086; Volvo VDS-4.5; MACK
EOS- 4.5; Detroit Diesel 93K222; Caterpillar ECF-2, ECF-3; Ford
WSS-M2C171-F1

PRODUCT MATERIALS & PACKAGE SIZE
PRODUCT

1*5 Gal

1*55 Gal

3*5 L

12*0.946 L

24*1 QT

1*975 L

Bulk

T4 10W-30 (CK-4)

550045136

550045137

550045139

550045143

550045149

550047506

500010011

The term ‘Shell Lubricants’ collectively refers to individual Shell Group companies engaged in the lubricants business throughout the world.
These are separate and distinct entities. The collective expressions ‘Shell’ and ‘Shell Lubricants’ may be used herein for convenience where
reference is made in general to those companies or where no useful purpose is served by identifying any particular company or companies.
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